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Decemeber 2022, Highly Confidential



This presentation may contain forward-looking statements and information relating to, among other things, the
company, its business plan and strategy, and its industry. These statements reflect management’s current views
with respect to future events based information currently available and are subject to risks and uncertainties
that could cause the company’s actual results to differ materially. Investors are cautioned not to place undue
reliance on these forward-looking statements as they contain hypothetical illustrations of mathematical
principles, are meant for illustrative purposes, and they do not represent guarantees of future results, levels of
activity, performance, or achievements, all of which cannot be made. Moreover, no person nor any other
person or entity assumes responsibility for the accuracy and completeness of forward-looking statements, and
is under no duty to update any such statements to conform them to actual results.

Disclaimers
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Letter From The Founders.
It all started because of a common struggle the two of us share along with countless 
others across the country– anxiety.

Having experienced the positive benefits of CBD on our own mental health, we started 
Highline Wellness (named after the Highline NYC) to solve the problem we were facing –
treating mental health and general wellness without perscription drugs – and to share 
this same great discovery with others conveniently and at an affordable price. We were 
frustrated with the consumer experience purchasing CBD products; high mark ups, long 
shipping times, and untrusted brands being sold in retail.

We drew on the principles of what Highline represents to the people of New York – a 
refuge, elevated above the chaos – and created a brand that is premium, differentiated 
from its surroundings and promises a better day, every day.

A simple, elevated pursuit perfectly suited for the complexities of everyday life.

We are thrilled to continue growing Highline Wellness and are excited for you to join this 
journey with us!

HIGHLINE WELLNESS
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The US is 
facing a 

mental health 
crisis.

Even with the 2018 Farm Bill legalizing CBD for national distribution, the FDA still has 
not designated CBD products as GRAS (generally regarded as safe) or laid out a 

regulatory framework for brands to operate within.

This has led to an unregulated market that lacks trust and high-quality products. 

The US sleep market is $65B market. *

31% of Americans reported symptoms of anxiety disorder in the last seven days. *

Source:  Forbes

Source: Statista
HIGHLINE WELLNESS
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We build high quality products 
that solve common problems.

Our Promise, CBD Solutions

We provide natural, affordable and effective health and 
CBD solutions to give everyone access to a happier, 
healthier and more peaceful state of mind and body 

through formulations specifically designed to help improve 
sleep and reduce anxiety.

Products that work

We create our products with only the most affective 
ingredients and the highest quality control standards in the 

industry.

HIGHLINE WELLNESS
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Elevated Remedies for 
Everyday Needs.

HIGHLINE WELLNESS
6
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Sleep (Best-Seller)
A unique blend of CBD and Melatonin to 
help calm your mind, fall asleep and stay 
asleep.

Quick and effective relief, whether you are 
at home or jet setting.

Wake up without grogginess, feeling 
refreshed and ready to take on the day.

Great tasting and made from scratch with 
only high-quality ingredients.

RecoveryCalm Gut + Immunity
Made in collaboration with Health and 
Wellness Guru Hannah Bronfman's HBFIT, 
our Bath Bombs are packed with rich 
essential oils, botanicals, and minerals.

Great for recovery/soreness, inflammation 
and hydration.

A unique blend of CBD and Apple Cider 
Vinegar to help improve your gut health 
while also promoting a calm and relaxed 
state of mind.

Tasty and easy to incorporate into your 
routine, it's easy as A-C-V!

Great tasting and made from scratch with 
only high-quality ingredients.

Great tasting hemp derived CBD oil to help 
calm your mind and support relaxation.

Quick and effective anytime, anywhere.

On-the-go relief for when you need just the 
right amount of calm and relaxation.

Great tasting, with zero sugar.

Solution-Based Product Suite.

HIGHLINE WELLNESS
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We act as if 
CBD is 

regulated 
by the FDA.

CGMP Certified Facility
Current Good Manfacturing Practices

We operate in a facility that regularly gets audited and 
follows the strictest protocols in food and beverage 
manufacturing.

Testing
Pre, During, Post, In-Transit

We test all of our products throughout the supply 
chain to ensure purity and potency.

Formulation Process
100 Percent Made From Scratch

All of our products are made from scratch instead of 
being “sprayed” like our competitors.

COA By Batch
Certificate of Analysis

Each batch of products contains it’s own identifying 
number with testing results available to consumers.

Certifications

GMP Certified

Non-GMO

THC Free

GRAS
Compliant With Future FDA  GRAS Designation

We’ve implemented a process that is consistent with 
regulated industry standards so that when CBD 
becomes regulated we will already be compliant.

Retail Expansion
Aligned With Key Partners For Immediate Expansion As 
Category Opens

Upon CBD being approved by the FDA & designated as 
GRAS (generally regarded as safe), national retails will 
be able to sell ingestible products for the first time. We 
have already been in discussion with various retailers 
and are in the position to expand immediately.

HIGHLINE WELLNESS
This slide reflects management’s current views with respect to future events based on information currently available and is subject to risks and uncertainties. This slide is 
meant for illustrative purposes and does not represent guarantees of future results, levels of activity, performance, or achievements
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Once a customer tries our products, 
50% stay with us.

Returning 
Customer Rate

50%

Average Gross 
Revenue per 

Returning  Customer

$427 Average Lifetime 
Profit of Returning 

Customers

$347

Average Cost of 
Acquiring a 

Customer (CAC)

$37

CAC/LTV Ratio

11x
5 Star Reviews

5,000+

Total Customers

85k+

Customer Reviews

“After a 12 hour shift I pop one of those in and 
I’m out like a light. So glad I found it. You won’t 
be disappointed.”

A friend introduced me to the Nighttime gummies and, after trying them for 5 days, 
ordered my own supply, along with the Anytime and the Oil. All very subtle and very 
appropriate for my use. I'm sleeping better (most importantly!) and am less edgy during 
the day.

“I just got the debloat and detox gummies and could not love 
them more; not only do they taste great, I really do feel a 
difference in my body and mind! Definitely will be needing a 
refill soon!”

HIGHLINE WELLNESS The above individuals were not compensated in exchange for their testimonials. In addition, their testimonials should not be construed as and/or considered investment advice.
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Influencer Marketing:  
Building trust with 

authentic storytelling.
Melissa Wood Tepperberg 1

melissawoodhealth

3413
Posts

1M
Follow ers

1789
Follow ing

Alyssa Lynch 3

alyssalynch

1836
Posts

673K
Follow ers

1317
Follow ing

Rachael Kirkconnel

rachaelkirkconnel

242
Posts

867K
Follow ers

721
Follow ing

Danielle Bernstein 2

weworewhat

13.6K
Posts

3M
Follow ers

1592
Follow ing

Hannah Bronfman 4

hannahbronfman

5,380
Posts

952K
Follow ers

2,680
Follow ing

Highline Wellness

highlinewellness

1178
Posts

51.4K
Follow ers

1045
Follow ing

HIGHLINE WELLNESS
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Buzzworthy Brand.
Highline Wellness has gained significant traction in the press — in varying lanes. From business, to health and welness, 
and beyond, Highline Wellness has presented a unique proposition to the customer and to the category, and the press 

has noticed.

HIGHLINE WELLNESS
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Net Revenue By Quarter.
In the first half of 2022, Highline Wellness shifted focus from growth to profitability.  Positive EBITDA was achieved in June, led by an 
improvement in product margin to 82% and a significant increase in operational and marketing efficiency.   Despite reduced OPEX,
marketing spend, revenue has proven durable. 

Projected 2023 Revenue

$7.3 Million
Projected 2022 Revenue

$4.1 Million

2022

1.1M1.15M
942K

2023

1.05M

Q4

Q1

Q4Lifetime  Revenue

$15.5 Million

HIGHLINE WELLNESS 12
These statements reflect management’s current views based on information currently available and are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause the company’s actual results to differ materially. Investors are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these 
forward-looking statements as they are meant for illustrative purposes and they do not represent guarantees of future results, levels of activity, performance, or achievements, all of which cannot be made. Moreover, no person nor any other person or entity assumes 
responsibility for the accuracy and completeness of forward-looking statements, and is under no duty to update any such statements to conform them to actual results. Please see Data Room for additional detail regarding the assumptions underlying these projections.  
These actual figures are unaudited.

Q2
Q3

Q4

1.82M

Q1

1.66M

Q2

1.48M

Q3

2.32M

Q4
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2022 Sales / EBITDA

HIGHLINE WELLNESS

$1,15M
$1,05M

$942K

$1,2M projected

-$652K

-$390K

-$43K

$62k QTD (actual) 
$100k projected 
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Average Gross Revenue Per Customer 

HIGHLINE WELLNESS
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Highline Wellness is Steadily Growing Loyal 
Subscribers.
When a customer opts into a monthly subscription, on average they stay on the platform for 9+ orders.  

AVERAGE ORDERS PER SUBSCRIBER

8

4
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2019 2022

Q2 Q4 Q2 Q4 Q2
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Growth Vision.

2018 LAUNCH
2018 pre-launch:  Build a brand consumers 
can trust through educational content.  
Leverage trusted influencers that share the 
love for the product to communicate with 
their audiences the benefits of CBD.  
Instead of taking the retail route like many 
of our competitors, build the brand online 
and create a loyal community of customers.

2022
Not only is CBD an amazing compound 
by itself, but it’s even more effective 
when combined with other natural 
ingredients such as melatonin for 
sleep and B12 for energy.

2024
200k customers, sold in national retailers, working with 
national celebrities, expanded product line to incorporate 
functional mushrooms.

--

We have established a sustainable and scalable business 
model.  This is clearly reflected in our returning customer 
rate, gross revenue per customer and average orders per 
customer.  

We have successfully set the precedent of acquiring 
customers at scale and transitioning to optimization and 
profitability.  

Now is the time to scale our proven model.

HIGHLINE WELLNESS This slide reflects management’s current views with respect to future events based on information currently available and is subject to risks and uncertainties. This slide is meant for 
illustrative purposes and does not represent guarantees of future results, levels of activity, performance, or achievements. They do not represent guarantees of future results, levels 
of activity, performance, or achievements, all of which cannot be made.
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Meet the Founding Team.
Co Founder & CEO

Chris Roth
Worked at Cowen and Co for seven 
years before Highline. Served as 
the deal captain on the Tilray IPO, 
the first cannabis company to list 
on the Nasdaq.

Co Founder & CFO

Brendan Rogers
Previous to Highline, Brendan 
worked at Medidata on customer 
retention strategy, customer 
behavior analysis, and developing 
multi-tier strategies around 
optimizing LTV.

HIGHLINE WELLNESS
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Key Strategic Advisors.

Senior Digital Marketing Expert

Baldwin Cunningham
Former co-founder of startup invested 
in by Gary Vee. Forbes 30 under 30.

Owner Of Shop We Wore What

Danielle Bernstein
Forbes 30 under 30 at 24 years old. 
Investor and advisor in several 
startups. NYT best selling author.

Celebrity & Influencer

Hannah Bronfman
A Health and Wellness Expert and 
Entrepreneur. Angel Investor in over 40 
companies. Vocal advocate for social 
and racial justice.

Health & Wellness Expert

Alyssa Lynch
Health and wellness expert with 700k 
followers on instagram.

HIGHLINE WELLNESS
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Key Investors.

Investor & Advisor

Arin Maercks
Previously C suite of several companies 
including hemp manufacturing.

Investor & Senior Advisor

Mike Flory
Successfully built and exited 4 online 
businesses.Worked at Expedia 
directly with the CEO before to 
creating his own businesses.

Investor

Mike Simpkins
Large real estate and nightlife mogul in 
MIA, Florida.

Investor

Jeff Solomon
CEO of Cowen and Co, a NYC based 
investment bank.

HIGHLINE WELLNESS
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Raising 
additional 
capital to 

accelerate 
profitable 

growth.

Invest in backlinking to increase 
website traffic.

SEO
10 %

INNOVATION
30 %

Continue to invest in product 
innovation.

CELEBRITIES & INFLUENCERS
60 %

Finalize deals with celebrities and 
influencers to scale new customer 
growth.

HIGHLINE WELLNESS
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Thank you!


